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Built to withstand the intensive use 
and cleaning requirements of today’s 
hospital environment, Conover metal 
features the signature Conover arch in 
seating and casegoods for public areas 
and patient rooms.

The arch styling makes this collection 
versatile enough for any environment. 
The collection’s full range of 
seating—including bariatric options—
accompanies casegoods products and 
occasional tables to create a consistent 
look throughout a facility.

Conover Metal





Sturdy, yet stylish

Conover offers a wide range of seating choices, 
including tandem solutions up to four seats wide and 
bariatric options for use in lobby and waiting areas.

Hip chairs are positioned at the proper seat height to 
facilitate ingress and egress for orthopedic patients. 

Enabling ergonomics

Patient chairs are an ideal way to offer patients another 
option within their room, allowing them to get out 
of bed. Conover offers a wide variety of seating to 
accommodate patients’ ergonomic and comfort needs. 

Signature design

The casegoods assortment of bedside cabinets, 
dressers, and wardrobes is available in cleanable 
laminate or seamless Thermofoil with metal accents that 
complement the design elements of the collection. A 
spill guard top option on bedside cabinets features a lip 
around the edge so that liquids do not leak onto the floor. 

Accompanies seating

Conover freestanding tables complement the 
collection’s seating solutions for a consistent look 
throughout the facility, whether in public spaces,  
patient rooms, or treatment areas.

Seating

• Armcaps available in wood, Thermofoil, or Kydex

• Multi-density, Cal 117 compliant urethane  
foam seats

• Cal133 options available

• Horizontal cleanout

• Field replaceable armcaps, seats, and backs

• Wallsaver leg available as an option

• Flex back chairs have 3 degrees of rearward flex 
(Patient chairs only)

• Seating frames constructed from 14-gauge, 
welded, tubular steel

Casegoods

• Interior steel and laminate drawer construction

• Ventilated cabinet back

• Field replaceable drawers and door fronts

• Casters standard on bedside cabinets

• Casegoods and tables use this same tubular steel 
for a durable leg design 

Casegood options

• Spill guard Thermofoil top

• Plastic drawer liner

• Available with laminate or Thermofoil drawer 
fronts and tops 

Tables

• Tops available in veneer or laminate

Features
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Patient seating options are available for use in treatment 
and patient rooms. Conover recliners and sleepers 
coordinate to complete the environment.  Bedside cabinets, 
dressers, and wardrobes provide multiple configuration 
options and are available with metal accents that 
complement the design elements of the collection.
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